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Angular momentum and energy transferred through ferromagnetic
resonance

Albrecht Jander, John Moreland,a) and Pavel Kabos
Electromagnetic Technology Division, National Institute of Standards and Technology, Boulder,
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~Received 23 October 2000; accepted for publication 9 February 2001!

We show that ferromagnetic resonance~FMR! selectively transfers angular momentum and energy
from a microwave field to the lattice as measurable torque and heat. The expected torque and
absorbed power are derived classically in terms of Landau–Lifshitz dynamics, including
demagnetizing field effects. The torque is also described as a photon absorption process, in which
the absorbed photons carry both energy and angular momentum. FMR data are shown for a thin
NiFe film deposited on a micromechanical cantilever detector that measures both torque and heat
under nearly identical conditions. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1361095#
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We describe the transfer of both angular momentum
energy to the spin system when electromagnetic radia
drives magnetic resonance. Through damping of the s
precession, these quantities are transferred to the lat
where the angular momentum manifests itself as a torque
the sample and the dissipation of energy results in heatin
the sample. Both of these effects can be used as a mea
detecting magnetic resonance.

The torque induced in electron paramagnetic resona
~EPR! was first measured using a quartz fiber torsio
pendulum,1–5 and more recently using micromechanic
cantilevers.6 Calorimetric techniques have been used to m
sure absorbed power in EPR,7 nuclear magnetic resonanc
~NMR!,8 and ferromagnetic resonance~FMR!.9 FMR torque
was considered in Ref. 10. However, the predictions h
not been experimentally verified. Here, we report on the fi
measurement of the torque produced by the absorptio
microwaves in FMR. Our measurements are based on a
cromechanical detector that senses both the torque and
absorbed power, allowing a comparison of the two effec

In their analysis of the EPR torque detected in the
periments described in Refs. 1–6, the authors assume
only s1 circularly polarized photons, matching the spin pr
cession, are absorbed. Under this assumption, each abs
photon contributes a quantum\v of energy and\ of angular
momentum, so that the absorbed power is directly relate
the torque byP5vT. However, as we show here, in th
presence of magnetic anisotropies, the elliptical preces
of the magnetization allows absorption of different amou
of boths1 ands2 circular polarizations. The correspondin
transfers of1\ and 2\ angular momenta to the samp
partly cancel, whereas the energy contributions sum. Thu
contrast to EPR and NMR experiments, in which the sam
may be regarded as gyrotropic, the relationP5vT does not
hold for FMR experiments, where magnetic anisotropies
dominate the response.

Consider a magnetic material saturated by a uniform b
field H0 directed along thez axis ~see Fig. 1!. The response
of the magnetization to a perturbing field applied perp
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dicular to the bias field is described in terms of Polde
susceptibility tensor,

Fmx

my
G5Fxxx 2 ik

ik xyy
G Fhx

hy
G . ~1!

For sinusoidal excitation, this describes a rotating co
ponent of the magnetization in thex–y plane. In the case o
a dissipative medium, the susceptibilitiesx and k are com-
plex, and result in a time lag between the microwave fielh
and the rotating magnetizationm, shown schematically in
Fig. 2. This lag implies both a dissipation of energy from t
field and a torque due to the angle between the microw
field and the dynamic magnetization.

With the magnetic excitation restricted to thex direction
~i.e., hy50!, the dissipation is determined by the imagina
part of xxx , which produces the component ofm directed
parallel to, but temporally out of phase with, the drivin
field. For a sinusoidal excitation with angular frequencyv,
the average power dissipated is

P5 1
2m0vxxx9 hx

2V, ~2!

wherem054p31027 H/m is the permeability of free space
xxx9 is the imaginary part ofxxx , andV is the sample vol-
ume.

The off-diagonal elements in the susceptibility tensor
dicate that, due to the precessional motion of the spin

FIG. 1. Orientation of the bias fieldH0 and microwave fieldhx with respect
to the cantilever. The magnetization of the film precesses in an ellipt
orbit aroundH0 . Damping of this motion results in a torque vectorT di-
rected along the cantilever axis.
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field in the x direction induces a magnetization in the pe
pendiculary direction. The component ofm that is tempo-
rally in phase with, but perpendicular to, the driving fie
results in a torqueT5m3h with an average value

T5 1
2m0k9hx

2V, ~3!

wherek9 is the imaginary part ofk. The torque acts along
the z axis parallel toH0 . The elements of the susceptibilit
tensor can be calculated in terms of Landau–Lifsh
dynamics.11 Assuming small precessional angles and
glecting eddy current effects,

xxx5
vm~vy1 iav!

vxvy2v21 iav~vx1vy!
, ~4!

k5
2vmv

vxvy2v21 iav~vx1vy!
, ~5!

where a is the Landau–Lifshitz damping parameter. T
sample shape is accounted for by the demagnetizing fac
Nx,y,z using

vm5gMs , ~6!

vx,y5g@H01Ms~Nx,y2Nz!#. ~7!

Here,Ms is the saturation magnetization andg is the gyro-
magnetic constant. Effects of bulk and surface anisotrop
may be incorporated in a similar fashion.12 For a sample
driven at resonance (v25vxvy) by an oscillating magnetic
field in thex direction, Eqs.~2!–~5! reduce to

Pres5
m0

2

vmvy

a~vx1vy!
hx

2V, ~8!

Tres5
m0

2

vm

a~vx1vy!
hx

2V. ~9!

Thus, when shape anisotropy is considered, the relation
between the absorbed power and torque becomes

Pres5vyTres5v resAvy /vxTres, ~10!

rather thanPres5v resTres, as indicated for gyrotropic (vx

5vy) media. The excess factorAvy /vx is the ellipticity of

FIG. 2. Damping causes the precession of the magnetizationm to lag the
oscillating microwave magnetic fieldhx . A component ofmx is out of phase
with hx , and results in absorption of energy from the microwave field. T
component ofmy that is in phase withhx is perpendicular to this field, and
results in a torque. The case shown here is for a 90° lag, which occurs
resonance.
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the spin precession under the influence of the demagneti
fields. For a thin film oriented in thex–z plane ~Nx5Nz

50, Ny51!, this can be written as

Pres5v resA11Ms /H0Tres. ~11!

The normal modes which diagonalize the susceptibi
tensor in Eq. ~1! are elliptically polarized,13 with hy

56 iAvy /vxhx . Near resonance, absorption of the elliptic
mode with circulation direction matching the precession
dominant. Thus, stimulation of FMR in a sample with anis
ropy is characterized by the absorption of elliptically pola
ized radiation consisting of both,s1 and s2 photons. For
the ellipticity given previously, the ratio ofs1 to s2 pho-
tons is

n1

n2 5
Avy /vx11

Avy /vx21
. ~12!

The absorbed radiation carries an average angular mom
tum per photon of

n1\2n2\

n11n2 5
\

Avy /vx

, ~13!

and an energy of\v per photon. This is consistent with Eq
~10!.

In the steady state, the torque on the magnetic mom
is balanced by the torque induced on the lattice through
damping mechanisms, and the average power absorbe
the spin system is transferred to the lattice as heat. We m
sure both the absorbed energy and torque in the s
apparatus.9,14,15 The detection is based on the mechani
response of a micromachined Si cantilever, 450mm in
length, 50mm wide, and 2.5mm thick. A magnetic thin film
is deposited onto one side of the cantilever by therm
evaporation. The cantilever is mounted approximately
mm above the center of a 500mm wide microstrip resonato
driven at 9.15 GHz. The current in the stripline produces
oscillating magnetic field transverse to the cantilever, and
the plane of the film. The bias fieldH0 is oriented parallel to
the cantilever, so that the FMR precession and resul
torque act about the axis of the cantilever. Note that
source of this torque and the direction with respect to
fields is different from that measured in Ref. 15.

Due to the different thermal expansion coefficients of t
specimen and cantilever, the combination also functions
bimaterial calorimeter. The absorbed power results in a
flection of the cantilever tip. Both the deflection and torsi
of the cantilever are measured using a laser beam refle
from the surface of the cantilever onto a four-quadrant p
todiode detector. The microwave source is amplitude mo
lated to obtain an oscillating mechanical response of the c
tilever. The response is detected by means of a lock
amplifier synchronized with the modulating signal.

For calorimetric detection, the microwave source w
pulse modulated at 1 kHz. The thermal response time of
cantilever is about 1 ms. At higher modulation frequenci
the calorimetry signal is strongly attenuated. For torque m
surements, the modulation frequency is matched to the
sional resonant frequency of the cantilever~;250 kHz!. The
quality factor of the torsional resonance mode is appro
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mately 250, giving rise to a substantial gain in torque sen
tivity. Experiments were performed in air at room tempe
ture.

Figure 3 shows the FMR resonance spectra as a func
of the bias field for a 30-nm-thick Ni0.8Fe0.2 film. For this
sample, we expect surface and bulk anisotropies to be in
nificant compared to the shape anisotropy. The upper gr
shows the torque on the sample as determined from the
tilever torsion. Note that when the bias field is reversed,
torque acts in the opposite direction. The clockwise~or coun-
terclockwise! precession of the spins in the presence o
positive ~or negative! bias field produces a clockwise~or
counterclockwise! torque along the cantilever axis. Th
lower graph shows the absorbed power as determined f
the cantilever deflection.

As a verification of the squared dependence onhx in
Eqs. ~2! and ~3!, we plot in Fig. 4 the magnitude of th
absorbed power and torque at resonance as a function o
microwave power applied to the stripline. For the thin fil
sample with an in-plane microwave field, eddy current los

FIG. 3. Torque and absorbed power as a function of bias field at a fi
microwave frequency of 9.15 GHz. The top plot is the signal measured f
the torsion of the cantilever. The sign of the torque reverses for oppo
directions of the bias field. The bottom plot is the signal measured from
deflection of the cantilever.

FIG. 4. Peak resonant torque~d! and absorbed power~h! vs microwave
input power. The response is linear in accordance with Eqs.~2! and~3!. The
reduction in the torque signal at high power is due to a thermally indu
change in mechanical properties of the cantilever.
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are insignificant. The linear behavior indicates that, as
quired by the model assumptions, only small precessio
angles are excited by the microwave field. The depart
from linear behavior for the torque at high power is due to
heat-induced change in the mechanical resonance of the
tilever, rather than a nonlinear magnetic effect. This erro
not seen in the power measurements because they are
performed at the mechanical resonance frequency.

For the thin-film geometry, Eq.~11! can be written as

Pres/Tres5v res
2 /gH0 . ~14!

This measure is independent ofMs as well as sample vol-
ume, strength of the microwave field, anda. With v res/2p
59.15 GHz,H0582.1 kA/m, andg52.313108 m/kA s, Eq.
~14! predictsP/T51.7431011Hz at resonance, compared
the experimentally determined value of 8.2831011Hz. In the
current experiment, the power and torque were derived fr
the estimated mechanical response of the cantilever base
its dimensions and material properties. Uncertainty in th
parameters accounts for the deviation from the expec
value. Additional structures patterned onto the cantileve16

would allow for calibration of theP/T response.
We have derived an expression for the energy and an

lar momentum absorbed from the photons stimulating s
resonance in ferromagnetic samples. The transfer of this
ergy and angular momentum to the lattice results in the g
eration of heat and torque, which we have detected using
mechanical response of micromachined cantilevers. Mic
mechanical detection allows FMR spectra to be obtain
from samples much smaller than those used in traditio
microwave cavity experiments. We have shown measu
ments on samples as small as 2.2310211cm3, and expect
that several orders of magnitude improvement in sensitiv
are still possible.17 The torque is independent of resona
frequency@Eq. ~9!# whereas the absorbed power measured
traditional experiments decreases with frequency.
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